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them abode behind in MicMegarth and took soldier's pay or entered
service there.

' Earl Sigurd and his men came to this land and had many
battles there and won the land and drove abroad all the people
that dwelt therein before. Then they settled the land and gave
it a name and called it England. To the towns that were in
the land and to those which they built they gave the names of
places in England, calling them London and York and other names
of the chief cities of England. They would not have the Book of
Paul [the ritual of St. Paul] which held in Micklegarth, but sought
bishops and other clerks in Hungary. This land lieth six days8

sail in a direction between east and north-east from Micklegarth,
and it iB the best of lands, and this folk hath dwelt there ever since.
Explicit.'

The origin or worth of. this story of the Rescue of Constantinople,
and the Settlement of New England somewhere near the Crimea, I
do not know. Were there English where Busbequius afterwards
found Teutonic-speaking ' Goths'? ' F. Y. POWELL.

ON THE ACCESSION DATES OF THE EARLY KINGS OF JERUSALEM.

PERHAPS the most fascinating pages of medieval history are those
which tell the story of the Latin kingdom of the east. Beligious
enthusiasm, boundless heroism, and the strangest romance conspire
to lend to the tale of the first hundred years of the crusading 'age
an interest that is almost unique. Then, for one moment, it seemed
as though the very qualities to which Mahomet's religion owed its
first triumphs were to find their full development in the followers
of another creed, and as though warrior saints were to take the
earthly type of the kingdom of heaven by violence. This great
movement found its fitting chronicler in William of Tyre, an
historian who surpasses nearly all other of his medieval fellows as
much in the artistic symmetry of his work as he does in the inherent
interest and almost epic completeness of his theme. Where so many
other writers are mere chroniclers setting down their little scraps of
gossip yearly, he is a true historian ; where other contemporaries, in
relating events that occurred before their time, borrow unblushingly
the very words of their predecessors in the west, his wide scholarship
gathers into itself the science of the Semitic student no less than
that of the Christian monk or priest, but fuses the varied informa-
tion into one mass out of which he moulds a truly artistic statue.
Had he lived longer, to the full completion of his masterpiece, he
would surely have added two books; and so we may, without any
great stretch of fancy, imagine him making up the epic number of
the twenty-four books in which he has carried on the history of his

'• Day should here mean twelve hours, not twenty-four.
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native land from the council of Clermont down to the moment when
the last band of Christians turned their backs on the Holy City for
the inhospitable walls of Tyre.

The greatest defect in the ' Historia transmarina' is its loose-
ness of chronology directly the author breaks away from the
leading strings of Fulcher of Chartres. It is not that blame attaches
to him for this ; for his work, being unfinished, never received those
later touches which might have made it almost perfect in its way.
William knows that his chronology has often ' gone' far ' agley : '
here is his own confession of the difficulties he had to contend with
in the compilation of this monumental work.

Qua de prssenti hactenus contexuimus Historia aliorum tantum,
quibus prisci temporis plenior adhuc famulabatur memoria, collegimuB
relatione ; unde cum majore difficultate, quasi aliena mendicantes soffragia,
it ret veritatem et gestorum seriem et anitorum numerum sumus consecuti;
licet ndeli, quantum potoimus, hac eadem recitatione scripto mandavi-
mus. Qua autem sequuntur deinceps, partiin nos ipsi fide conspeximus
oonlata, partim eorum qui rebus gestis prsesentes interfuerunt fida nobiB
patuit relatione. Unde gemino freti adminioulo ea qua restant, auctore
Domino, facilius fideliusque posterorum mandabimus lectioni. Nam et
recentium temporum solidior solet occurrere memoria; et quse visas
menti obtulit non ita facile oblivionis sentiunt incommodum sicut qua
solo sunt auditu collecta.

There could be no clearer statement of an author's sense of his
own shortcomings. Indeed the passage reads like a humble
acknowledgment of his faults, a frank ' peccavi' to his readers, and
a tacit promise of amendment for the future. Unfortunately,
however, it is after 1142, in those very parts of his history of which
it would seem that he ought to have had the best and the clearest
information, that William of Tyre is most evidently in the wrong.
There surely has never been a writer whose character, position, and
education marked him out more plainly and distinctly for the office
of historian to his native land. An eastern Frank by birth, but
educated in all the learning of the western world; first archdeacon
and afterwards bishop of the second archiepiscopal see in the
realm; one of the envoys to the great Lateran council of 1179;
twice ambassador to the Greek emperor Manuel; the bosom friend
to whom one king of Jerusalem laid bare his doubts as to the im-
mortality of the soul; the tutor and chancellor of a second : in all
these capacities he had mingled with the best society of his age as
probably no other man had done. Years before he put pen to paper
for the accomplishment of his great work, King Amalric had as-
signed him the task, and had been at the trouble of furnishing
him with materials. It was Amalric who supplied him with the
Arabic authors on whom to base his history of Mahomet and his
successors, a work now unfortunately lost; and it was Amalric
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who, with that love of historical learning that he'bequeathed to
his son and that seems almost to have been an hereditary instinct
in the house of Anjou, encouraged the archdeacon in later labours,
the final fruit of which he was destined never to see. It was almost
necessary that a man so fortunately placed, so variously gifted,
a scholar and a diplomatist, a churchman, a statesman, and a
traveller, should be singled out for the special Work to which he
owes his fame, and from which we derive our surest knowledge of
the wonderful little kingdom that Frank valour and Christian
policy built up on the verge of two decaying caliphates.

It is strange that with all these advantages William of Tyre
should have misdated the accession or the death of five out of the
seven kings whose histories he writes; stranger still that the cor-
rection of these errors has not yet to this day been fully established.
It is true that the great historians who in the last few centuries
have dealt with this section of history have here and there ventured
upon a hesitating correction of one or another of these false dates;
but no one of them has been bold enough to correct all; nor has
any one yet fully developed the arguments by which such a correc-
tion must be supported. The current opinion seems to be that
William of Tyre must be right in the dates he assigns to kings in
close intimacy with whom he lived; that, in such matters, he is
not only the highest authority, primus inter pares, but the ultimate
appeal; that his single verdict is to weigh down the evidence of
any other contemporary writer—nay, that of all other contem-
porary writers combined. To such an opinion the present writer
cannot conform. It is doubtless strange—almost inconceivable—
that Baldwin IV should have made William his chancellor and yet
that the latter should misdate the year of the young king's acces-
sion ; and this though he has told the story of his reign with
such power and pathos. But then even the inconceivable must be
accepted if it can be shown to be actual fact. It is doubtless
strange enough that Eobert de Monte and Ealf de Diceto should
blunder as regards the early years of their own duke and king,
Henry I I ; but they have done so, and we do not seek to prove,
in the face of all evidence, that they must be right because, in a
matter of such simple knowledge, they could not possibly be wrong.
We admit that it is strange, but we also admit that it is true.
So with William of Tyre, only with this great difference, that in
his case, as I shall prove in the course of the present paper, he
bears evidence against himself. Out of his own mouth we may
judge him, and show that, though he is specifically in error in his
accession and his obituary dates, yet he is nearly always right in
the sequence of his events, and not unfrequently correct when in
the course of his history he incidentally introduces a regnal date,
which, either by the aid of his own narrative, or by external
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authority, we can translate into the corresponding year of the
Christian era. In other words, I trust to demonstrate that, for the
most part, William of Tyre's consistent ' chronological errors all
stand outside the real historical parts of his work; that they belong
to a peculiar section of the 'Historia transmarina,' which there
is every reason to believe was written apart from the main body of
the narrative—to a part of his history that, for practical purposes,
has been forced into a seeming consistency with itself, but which
is really at discord with the narrative sections where alone the true
system of dating is to be found. How our author came to make
use of these two opposed systems it is not necessary to discuss at
present. After the fact of such a usage has been established, and
the true dates have been fixed, we may return to this question.
But it will be best to settle the true chronology first.

From the eighth book, in which William of Tyre relates the
taking of Jerusalem, every two books (with the exception of books
9, 16-18, which tell the story of Godfrey and of Baldwin III) con-
tain the history of one king. Of these double books the first two or
three chapters are invariably devoted to a description of the personal
appearance and the character of the king whose reign is to follow.
These chapters always contain the date of the king's accession,
forced more or less into accordance with the indications given at
the corresponding part in the history of his predecessor, and also
into conformity with the dating accepted in the concluding lines
of the previous book. Thus the accession of each king always
conforms to the chronology of the father, brother, or cousin who
reigned before him, and we get an apparently self-consistent frame-
work of chronology—which, so to speak, forms the skeleton on
which the main body of the history ought to be fashioned. This
system, to which I shall have to refer frequently, I will call the
hypothetical chronology ; not by way of begging the question, for an
hypothesis may be, and very often is, a true one, but because it
shows tokens of having been evolved from or forced into agreement
with, some preconceived but mistaken theory. Opposed to this
system we find an entirely different method of calculation used in
the body of the work. This system seems to have been originally
based on the regnal years of each king, but is generally more con-
cerned (a) with the sequence of events than with their precise dates;
while, here and there, (b) along with the regnal year we have a
specific statement of the year according to the Christian era. To
these two systems I will give the names of (a) systematic, and (b)
incidental; and from an analysis of these three methods I hope
to show that it is possible to prove that William of Tyre in writing
the body of his great work did not persistently make use of a false
chronology, but that, where the false system of chronology occurs,
we have to do with a section of the history that is in harmony with
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itself, but at variance with most of the indications furnished by
other parts of the ' Historia transmarina.' This section, though
distributed over the whole later half of the work, is probably to be
regarded as having been originally written apart from the rest,
and only at a later period to have been woven into the narrative at
the places where it now appears.

It may be well to begin with a table to show how extremely various
are the dates that different writers of repute have assigned to the kings
of Jerusalem. For this purpose I will choose William of Tyre (the
text), Du Cange,' L'Art de verifier les Dates,1 the corrected dates given
in the great French edition of William of Tyre, and Herr Kugler. It
may be well to state once for all that there is no reason to suppose
that William of Tyre is wrong as regards the months in which he
places the 'obits' of his kings. Every one who has the very smallest
knowledge of medieval matters will know that, for purposes of
commemoration, it was far more important for the monk or priest
to preserve the day than the year of his patron's decease.

Godfrey. .
Baldwin I .
Baldwin H.
Folk I . .
Baldwin HI
Amalric I .
Baldwin IV

William of Tyre

18 July 1100
0. 7 April 1118

21 Aug. 1131 or 1180
10 Nov. 1142
10 Feb. 1162
11 July 1173
(accession)

DuCaoge

1100
1118
1181
1142
1162
1178

Frenoh
William
of Tyre

1100
1118
1181
1142
1168
1162

Kugler

1100
1118
1181
1143
1162
1178

' L'Art de
Terifler'

1100
1118
1131
1144
1162
1178

True date

1100
1118

1130 or 1181
1148 or 1144

1168
1174

The best way of determining the true date in those cases where
a difference of opinion occurs will be by working backwards, and
establishing the fact that Amalric I died, beyond any question, not
in 1178 but in 1174. We shall then be in a position to regulate
the other dates in accordance with this. The evidence as to the
date of Amalric's death depends (1) on William of Tyre in the
hypothetical section of his work, (2) on William of Tyre in his
systematic and (8) incidental chronology, (4) on the evidence of
charters, (5) on the evidence of the Arabic historians, and (6) of
western historians. I will first state the evidence for the more
commonly accepted date and then that for 1174.

I. Date of Amalric's Death and the Accession of Baldwin TV.

For 1178.
(a) William of Tyre, lib. xx. c. 88 : Mortuus est autem [Amalricus']

anno ab Incarnatione Domini 1178 v Idus Jvlii [i.e. 11 July] regni
vero duodecimo mense quinto, atatis vero tricesimo octavo. With
which cf. lib. xix. c. 1 : Balduino . ••. successit Amalricus . . . anno
ab Incarnatione Domini 1162; a Uberatione vero ejusdemDeo amabUis
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cimtatis sexagesimo secundo; and lib. xviii. c. 84, of Amalric's prede-
cessor Baldwin HI : ' Obiit autem anno . . . 1162 regni ejus anno
vicesimo iv Idus FebruarU.

That in this last passage William of Tyre by 1162 means 1162
and not 1168, as has been suggested by M. Rey in his edition of Du
Cange, appears evident from the date he assigns to the accession of
Baldwin III (lib. xvi. c. 8):—

Defwncto igitwr patre iv Idus Novembris . . . 1142 . . . solem-
niter inunctus consecratus et cum moire coronatus est [Balduinus].

The twentieth February from November 1142 is February 1162,
and not February 1168, which would be the twenty-first. From
these considerations, then, it appears that "William of Tyre, so far as
his hypothetical dating goes, is consistent in assigning Amalric's
death to 1178 A.D.

For 1174.
(a) Evidence of charters:—
Paoli, • Codex Diplomaticus,' i. p. 243, is a charter beginning

Ego Amalricus Rex, &c., and dated June 1174.
Paoli, ' Codex Diplomaticus,' i. p. 244, is another charter begin-

ning Ego Amalricus Rex, &c., and dated 18 April 1174.
Paoli, ' Codex Diplomaticus,' i. p. 245, is a charter beginning

Ego Balduinus Rex, &c., and dated 18 Dec. 1174.
From this it appears that, whereas Amalric was reigning so late

as April and June 1174, Baldwin IV was reigning in December of
the same year: facts which show plainly that, unless there is some
error in the figures, Amalric must have died between June and
December 1174, and not in 1178. In other words it creates a very
strong presumption that he died in July 1174, as is maintained in
the present paper.

09) The evidence of Arabic historians:—
(1) The contemporary historian Ibn Al Athir (ap. ' HiEtoriens

des Croisades,' i. p. 602) puts the death of Nureddin of Aleppo and
Damascus on Wednesday, 11 Shawal, 569 A.H. (i.e. 15 May,
1174 A.D.).

On the other hand, Ibn Al Athir (p. 619) puts Amalric's death in
the beginning of 570 A.H. (i.e. after August 2, 1174). There seems
to be an error of a few days here ; but the inference is very clear
that Amalric died after Nureddin, whose death is on all hands
admitted to have taken place in May 1174 (cf. William of Tyre,
xx. c. 88).

(7) Michael the Syrian, who died 1199 A.D., an Armenian his-
torian ('Historiens des Croisades: Documents Arm6niens,' pp.
878-9), seems to place Nureddin's death before Amalric's, and, as
he assigns these princes 29 and 12 years respectively, it is evident
that he must be referring to 1174 rather than to 1178, however
difficult it may be to fix the exact date he has in his mind.
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Hayton the Armenian places Amalric's death in the year 628 of
the Armenian era, i.e. between February 1174 and February 1175.

(8) Abulfaragius, who was bishop of Aleppo in the middle of.the
next century, assigns Amalric's death to July 1174 (ed. 1765, p. 881).

(a) Latin historians of the west. It would doubtless be possible
to support either date by the evidence of carefully selected testi-
mony from later and perhaps even from obscure contemporary
western historians. I will here limit myself to one writer who,
while strictly contemporary, devotes more space to crusading
matters and is perhaps more to be relied on in the matter of
chronology than any other—Eobert de Monte (op. Pertz, vi.
p. 518): A.D. 1174. Post festvm S. Johannis obiit Amalricus rex
. . . obiit Loradin rex Alapia. Here it is evident that, in Robert
de Monte's opinion, Amalric died in or soon after June 1174;
presumably some time in July.

(?) We will now turn back to William of Tyre and try to ascer-
tain the date of Amalric's death by referring to his incidental
chronology. From this I think it will be evident that, apart from
his bungled hypothetical chronology, William really knew that the
true year of Baldwin IV's accession and consequently of Amalric's
decease was 1174 and not 1178.

(1) The great Lateran Council was held, as is well known, in
1179; William of Tyre was one of the representatives from the
Holy Land (lib. xxi. c. 26).

Anno . . . 1178 qui erat regni domini BcUduini quarti, annus
quintus mense Octobri, cum anno precedents indicia esset per univer-
svm Latinorum orbem Roma Synodrcs generalie, ad eandem Synodum
vocati profecti sunt de Oriente ego Willelmus &c.

If, however, Baldwin began to reign in a July, and October
1178 was the fifth October of his reign, he must have come to the
throne in 1174 and not in 1178, in which case October 1178 would
belong to his sixth year.

(2) William of Tyre (lib. xxi. c. 14) :—
Quarto anno ejusdem domini regis Balduini quarti mense secundo

circa Kal. Augustales diu expectatus Philippus comes Flandrensivm
apud Acconensen appUcuit civitatem.

Now the year of Philip's coming to the Holy Land is known
from other sources (cf. Roger Howden, ii.; Robert de Monte,
sub ann.) to have been 1177; and, if the August of 1177 corre-
sponds to the fourth August of Baldwin's reign, this king must have
succeeded his father in 1174, and not in 1178. For had he suc-
ceeded in July 1178 this August would be his fifth and not his
fourth.

(v) Lastly, with reference to William's systematic dating, if we
admit that Baldwin IV began to reign in 1174, we can fix the
events of every year down to the end of our author's history, late
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in 1188 or early in 1184. On the other hand, if we accept 1178
•we shall run short by twelve months.

It has thus been shown that an overwhelming force of ex-
traneous evidence tends to prove that Amalric's death and
Baldwin's accession took place in July 1174, and not in July
1178. Against this we have to set the plain statement of the
writer, who ought to know best. He, however, has been proved to
be at variance with himself in this particular, and, as we cannot
credit one half of his evidence without giving the lie to the other
half, we must, I venture to think, believe bis unconscious self
(which agrees with almost all the other contemporary writers)
rather than his conscious statement, which ie probably due to an
attempt to make his own knowledge tally with some preconceived
theory. We will now pass to consider

II. Date of Amalric's Accession.

For 1162.

(a) William of Tyre, Kb. xix. c. 1: Successit . . . Amalricus . . .
anno ah Incarnatione Domini 1162 . . . adi Kal. Martii sublimatus
est die octavo, post fratris obitum.

Lib. xviii.: [Baldttinus III] obiit autem anno . . . 1162 regni ejus
anno vicesimo iv Idus Februarii cetatis vero tricesimo tertio. With
this cf. xv. c. 27 and xvi. c. 1 and 8, from which it is evident
that, in his hypothetical dating, WiUiam of Tyre fixes the date of
Amalric's accession in February 1162, and not in February 1168
(see above, p. 94).

(y3) In corroboration of this date we have the testimony of not
a few western and possibly contemporary historians, whose evidence,
however, is not entirely conclusive, as it is quite possible for them
to ascribe an event which occurred before Easter 1168 to the
previous year. For this reason I will not cite them specifically,
but enter them all—say some four or five—as supporting the date
1162.

In favour of 1163.
(a) William of Tyre's systematic dating (incidentally).
Lib. xx. c. 88 : Mortuus est [Amairicus] . . . v Idus Julii regni vero

duodecimo. In other words Amalrie died in the twelfth July of his
reign ; but, as he succeeded his brother in February and, as we have
just shown that he died in July 1174, he must have begun to reign
in February 1163, and not in February 1162 ; otherwise be died
in his thirteenth July and not in his twelfth. The chancellor of
the kingdom is not likely to have miscounted the regnal years of a
king whose son appointed him to this office within a few months of
his own accession.

09) Gregory the priest, who carries his history down to the
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year 611 (9 February, 1162, to 8 February, 1168), and is careful to
give the dates of the accessions of the Latin kings and princes in
the east, does not mention the death of Baldwin III. The infer-
ence from this is that he had not yet heard of Baldwin's decease,
or, in other words, that he died in 1168 and not in 1162 (ubi supra).

(y) Robert de Monte assigns Baldwin's death to 1168 (aj>.
Pertz, vol. vi. p. 513).

(s) More important, however, is the incidental evidence afforded
by William of Tyre, lib. xix. c. 9. Of Nureddin's great victory near
Harenc we read that it took place in the August of Amalric'B
second year. But the date of this disaster is fixed by external
contemporary evidence in 1164 (cf. Ibn Alathyr; Robert de Monte).
Therefore Amalric must have come to the throne in 1163 and not
in 1162; for in the latter case this would be his third August.

Again, Paneas was lost in the October of Anialric's second year
(c. 10), and also just about the time when Theodoric of Flanders
arrived in Palestine. But the fall of Paneas took place in Dul-
heggia 559 A.H. (i.e. October-November 1164); and Theodoric, too,
started for the Holy Land, not in 1168, but in 1164 (Robert de
Monte, sub ami.). Therefore this October must belong to 1164
and Amalric'B reign must date from February 11G8 and not from
February 1162.

(£) Unfortunately William of Tyre is perpetually making little
blunders in his compound dates. Thus, for example, he informs
us that the great Latin-Greek expedition against Egypt took place
' 1169 A.D. in the sixty-eighth year of the city, but the sixth of
Amalric's reign, in .October.' Now, if we combine all these state-
ments we get a most remarkable result, viz. that this expedition
must be assigned to October 1166, 1107 or 1168, and 1169. It
really belongs to October 1169, as William himself admits a little
further on (c. 19, with which cf. Ibn Alathyr, p. 578). Again,
Saladin's capitulation is given as taking place in the August of
Amalric's fourth year (i.e. in August 1165 or 1166, according as
we reckon from February 1162, or February 1168), and also in
1167 (xix. c. 81), which last is the true date (cf. Ibn Alathyr, 550;
Robert de Monte, suh aim.). Again (c. 9), we have August 1165
equated with Amalric's second year (the true date being 1164) ; an
event which occurred in October 1168 equated with Amalric's fifth
year (xx. c. 6); the siege of Daruni (c. 20), which really took place
in December 1170, transferred to Amalric's seventh year (December
1168 or December 1169). The same conclusion may be deduced
from Williain of Tyre's account of the great Syrian earthquakes
which occurred in the June of Amalric's seventh year (xx. c. 19).
Turning to Ibn Alathyr (p. 572), we find that these catastrophes
are assigned to 12 Shawal 56o A.H., is. 20 Tune, 1170 ; and precisely
the same date (29 Jane, 1170) is confirmed by Robert de Monte

7 Vol.4
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(ap. Pertz, vi.). Now in all these cases, and also in others where
similar inferences might be made from a comparison of passage
with passage, it will be seen that if we accept the theory that
William dates his regnal years from February 1168 (as we have
already shown he certainly does do in some cases), we have only an
error of one year to account for ; whereas, if we make his starting-
point February 1162, he is in every case two years wrong. It is
hard enough to account for an error of one year in a contemporary
author; gratuitously to double the extent of his error is merely to
invent difficulties, not to remove them.

(r)) Again, as regards the systematic chronology of Amalric's
reign, if we take 1168 for our starting-point and follow the develop-
ment of events as recorded by our historian, we have at most only
one year (1166) to account for. Every other has its due chrono-
logical entry ; and, though it is often misdated, we can always tell
where the new year begins and the old ends. If, however, we start
from February 1162, we have two years, or at all events one year,
absolutely omitted. In such a case, surely, prudence bids us
embrace the less difficult alternative, more especially when it is
backed up by such corroborating evidence as we have given before.1

. (6) Again, we have two charters dated in 1163, Amalrko
regnante (Paoli, i. 207, 208), 'in the first year of his reign.' If
Amalric began to reign in 1162, these charters may just possibly
have been drawn up between Jan. 1 and Feb. 10, 1168. If, how-
ever, Amalric succeeded in 1168, they may belong to any one of the
last eleven months of 1163. Here, again, the most plausible
hypothesis is surely the latter one.

(i) Lastly, from the contemporary correspondence of Louis VLT,
i.e. from letters written in Palestine within six months—either way
—of Baldwin's death, we can establish the following sequence of
events: (1) defeat and captivity of Eeginald de Chatillon, (2) the
earthquakes at Antioch, and (8) the death of Baldwin III. Now the
captivity of Eeginald is fixed to 28 Nov. 1161 (Michael the Syrian,
p. 198, with which cf. William of Tyre, xviii. c. 28); the earth-
quakes took place in August (ap. Migne, civ. Epp. 8, 12, pp. 1265,
1271), i.e. not before August 1162 ; and the death of Baldwin
occurred (Ep. 12) on St. Scholastica's day, i.e. it cannot have
happened before 10 Feb. 1168.

1 If we accept 1168 as the date of Amalric's succession, it is most likely that there
was originally no omitted year at all. For the omission, if omission it be, occurs in
xx. a 12, which has the heading Describitur composiioris hitjtu histories in patriam
rtdiius; et dt ejus processu aperiuntur nonnulla: Siraconus in JEgyptum dacendit
tic. Now in the old French version (of the twelfth or early thirteenth century) this
Describiiur eompositoris dc., forms the heading of a chapter by itself; after which follows
the rnbrio Siracon in JEgyptum dticendit as the heading of a separate chapter. Hence
it is not unlikely that the missing chapter, which relates to William of Tyre's return,
fillg up the vacant space of 1166 AJ>. ; and, if this be so, there is no year omitted in
the narrative.
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In the same way from William of Tyre (xviii. cc. 28-84) we may
establish another sequence of (1) Eeginald's captivity, (2) death of
Queen Melissend, and (8) death of Baldwin. As these events happened
respectively on 28 Nov. 1161, 11 September, and 10 February, we
again see that Baldwin HE cannot have died before the beginning
of 1163,

It now remains to discuss

III. Date qfFidk of AnjoiCs Death, ami the Accession of Baldtcin III.

It will be sufficient for my purpose to show reasons for rejecting
William of Tyre's date, November 1142; for, though I hold the true
date to be November 1144,1 shall leave it to my readers to decide
whether the balance of evidence inclines to 1148 or 1144.

In favour of 1142.

Lib. xv. c. 27.—Quarto, demum die Idibus videlicet Novembris anno
ahIncarnatione Dovrinill4;2 regni vero ejtts announdecimo . . . ulti-
mvm clausit diem.

With which cf. xvi. c. 8, where the same date is assigned for
Folk's death, and 25 Dec. for Baldwin Ill's coronation. Compare
also the hypothetical dating in xviii. c. 84, where Baldwin is made
to die in February 1162, in the twentieth year of his reign ; and in
xiii. c. 28, and xiv. c. 2, where Fulk's accession is put in August 1181.

In favour of 1148 or 1144.

(0) If it is admitted that Baldwin died in 1168 and not in 1162,
and that he reigned for over nineteen years, as William of Tyre
states, we see reasons for shifting the date of his accession to 1143.

(/3) This date 1148 is also supported by Gregory the priest
(p. 156).

(7) From William of Tyre's systematic chronology it is evident
that the Emperor John Comnenus died in the April of one year (xv.
c. 28), and that Fulk died in the next.* Now it is evident that John
Comnenus died in April 1148 (Nicetas, Bonn edition, p. 62; with
which cf. Anna Comnena, ii. 874; Nicetas, p. 8, and Fulcher of
Chartres, sub 1118); or, according to Cinnamus, on 8 April, 1144
(ed. Migne, p. 888). In any case Fulk must have survived far into
1148, and probably, if we may trust William of Tyre's unconscious
chronology, into 1144 also.

(8) If, however, we examine William of Tyre's incidental dating,
we shall come to the conclusion that the suppressed date from
which this historian really calculated was November 1144, not
November 1148.

(1) William tells us that Edessa fell Mo medio temporis inter-

* See 0. 25: Anno proximo subsecuto . . . dominut rex <te., thus showing that Folk
survived John Comnenus by a year or more.
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vaUo quod inter patris obitum et ejusdem domini Balduini in rcgnum
pi-omntionem fait (xvi. c. 4).* Now Folk died on or about 10 Nov.,
and Baldwin was crowned on the following Christmas day {proximo
subseciito dominici natalis die). But the date of the fall of Edessa
is absolutely fixed to c. 28 Dec. 1144 (see Gregory the Priest, p. 157 ;
Ibn Alathyr, p. 448; Continuator Sigeberti, ap. Pertz, vi. 889, &c,
&c.). Therefore, if William's incidental dating is here correct, Fulk
must have died and Baldwin III succeeded to the throne in November
1144.

(2) Again, in recounting the great Christian victory over the
Turkish forces across the Jordan, we find William equating 23 Nov.
1162 with Baldwin's ninth year (xvii. c. 26). But this is Baldwin's
ninth year only if we reckon his reign as beginning with his
father's death. 10 Nov. 1144, or with his coronation, 25 Dec. 1148 ;
if we reckon from 1142 it is his eleventh ; if from November 1148,
his tenth.

(3) Again, William of Tyre dates the fall of Ascalon August
1154, and equates this with Baldwin's tenth year. This, however,
is only Baldwin's tenth year, if we reckon from November 1144;
othervrise it is his eleventh or twelfth.

(e) Again, the continuator of Sigebert dates Fulk's death in
1144, in the fifteenth year of his reign.

(f) Moreover, so far as the present writer knows, there are no
charters of Fulk dated after 1142, whereas there is one of Baldwin
HI dated in 1149 and in the fifth year of this king. (Paoli, p. 29.)
Now, if any part of 1149 belongs to Baldwin's fifth year, he cannot
have come to the throne in 1142 or in 1143, but only in 1144; and
the later in that year the better.

We now pass to the still more difficult problem as to

IV. Date of the Accession of Fulk and the Deatli of Baldwin II.
In favour of 1181.

(a) William of Tyre (xiii. c. 28) makes Baldwin II die in August
1181, in the thirteenth year of his reign. But as it is an established
fact that his predecessor, Baldwin I, died c. 1 Apr. 1118 (see William
of Tyre, xi. c. 81 ; and cf. Fulcher, iii. sub ann.; Ibn Alathyr, p.

1 I find this passage fully marked and the deduction from it duly pencilled in the
margin of my William of Tyre. I cannot, however, help feeling something more than
a suspicion that a footnote to Miss Norgate's Henry II first drew my attention to the
chronological significance of this statement. In any case Miss Norgate can claim the
rights of prior discovery; and, though I differ from her conclusions in one or two
places where she has incidentally touched on crusading history, I gladly take this
opportunity of expressing my sincere admiration for the thorough way in which she
has collected many of the western authorities as to the date of Fulk's death. Though
the question lies outside the main province of her book, her references are so precise
that I have not considered it necessary to repeat her evidence from the French
chroniclers in favour of 114tt.
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814, &c., <fcc.), there is plainly some self-contradiction here. The
thirteenth August of his reign would be August 1180, which is
probably the true date.

(y9) It is doubtless possible to collect evidence in favour of
1181 from not a few writers of western Europe who nourished in
the second half of the twelfth century and later; but I do not know
of any contemporary evidence from this quarter in favour of 1131.

(7) Kemal-eddin (c. 1240) seems to put Baldwin's death after
1180; but this writer is not very trustworthy on the chronological
side, and in this case does not appear to distinguish between Fulk's
actions and those of Baldwin II . (' Eecueil des Hist, des Croisades
(Orientaux),' iii. 661.)

In favour of 1180.

(a) William of Tyre's incidental remark that Baldwin died in
the thirteenth year of his reign, i.e. in August 1180.

(/9) Sigebert's continuator declares that Fulk died in 1144 in
the fifteenth of his reign, which is literally true if he succeeded to
the crown in August 1180, but false if he succeeded in 1181.

(7) Orderic Vitalis (fl. 1140), also a contemporary writer, makes
Fulk succeed in 1180 (xii. c. 48).

(8) Sigebert's first continuator, Anselm, a strictly-speaking con-
temporary writer, puts Fulk's accession in 1180 A.D. (Pertz, vi.
p. 888).

(e) William of Tyre plainly makes Baldwin II die in the
August following the disastrous expedition against Damascus.
Now that this disastrous expedition occurred in December 1129
and not in 1180 is plain from William's own narrative, though he
actually dates the occurrence in the latter year.4 The true date,
1129, is evident from Henry of Huntingdon (sub ann.) and Abul-
feda (sub 528 A.H.). If, then, Baldwin II died in the following
August, it must have been in 1180 and not in 1181.s

1 A perusal of xiii. co. 24-26 will make this evident; but there is no space to
develop the argument here.

* Baldwin II seems to have died in the August after Boamund II of Antioch.
Boamund's death and burial occurred January or February 1131 according to Romuald
of Salerno (c. 1180), who, nevertheless, contradicts himself as regards the year and gets
the Induction wrong. (Muratori, vii. 187.) The month, however, may be right: for
(1) William of Tyre puts this event very soon after the siege of Damascus, ix.
apparently early in 1130; (2) Ihn Alathyr dates it 524 A.D., i.e. between 15 Dec. 1129
and 4 Dec 1180, BO that, if it took place early in the year it can only have been in
1130 ; (8) Boamund reached Antioch from Italy September to October- 1120 (Fulcher,
iii. cc. 52-7). As he only ruled fere quaituor ayinos or, according to another
version, barely three years (Ord. Vit. xi. cc. 25, 2'J), he cannot have survived October
1130. Orderic's words, however, would be better reconciled and explained if Boamund's
death were referred to the early half of 1130 rather than to the later. Orderic was
evidently unacquainted with the exact date, and had Beamingly heard only that he
ruled from three to four years. February 1180 seems to suit all the evidence, though
not so as to warrant its assertion beyond cavil. Abulpharagius seems to give 1441
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(?) There is no charter of Baldwin m dated later than 1180 ;
but on the other hand, I recollect none of Fulk's earlier than 1182.

From the above remarks it may be concluded with certainty
that Amalric died in July 1174; and with no less certainty that
Baldwin III died in February 1163. It may also be considered as
certain that, whatever may be the true date of Fulk's death, it was
certainly not 1142 A.D. ; while, as regards the claims of November
1148 and November 1144, there seems a decided balance of con-
temporary and of incidental evidence in favour of 1144. Lastly,
the death of Baldwin II has been proved to have taken place in
August 1180 or 1181, with a balance of contemporary evidence in
favour of 1180. I will now proceed to investigate the last two
points from a different point of view, and I trust to show that, in
this aspect, 1180,1144 and 1168 meet the requirements of the case
fully. If I succeed in doing this, the case will probably be as com-
plete as the evidence at our disposal admits of.

The question naturally arises: If we admit that William of
Tyre's chronology is wrong in the points indicated, is it possible to
explain the origin of his error ? To this consideration I will now
turn; and it will probably be conceded that the case is strength-
ened if it is shown that all the hypothetical chronology, where it
goes astray, may be traced back to one single mistake, while this
single mistake turns out to be one that would easily result from the
misconception of a single ambiguous phrase. Still more will my
position be strengthened if I show that the presumable elements of
truth upon which William of Tyre has based his system of chrono-
logy, when detached from certain conclusions (which are merely
his deductions from these elemental truths), lend themselves
readily to the chronology already advocated in these pages and to
no other.

Before proceeding further it will be well to ask ourselves what
parts of William's regnal chronology are likely to be true. We
may assume that he would know how many years Baldwin IV and
Amalric reigned, seeing that he was chancellor to the latter and
intimate friend of the former king; but we have already had
reason to doubt his knowledge as regards those of Baldwin III.
Something, too, must be wrong in his regnal chronology in the
case of Fulk; for a sovereign who begins to reign in August 1180
or 1181 cannot be in his eleventh year at his death in November
1142. Nor, as we have seen above, can Baldwin II by any possi-
bility have died in the thirteenth year of his reign and also in
August 1181. On the other hand, it is only natural that Amalric's
intimate friend should know the age at which this king and his

Anno Grctcorum, ij. between 1 Sept. 112U and 1 Sept. 1180, which again would suit
February 1130 (pp. 812-14).
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brother died. Such facts would be carved upon their tombs in all
probability, and in any case would be known to a contemporary
and compatriot of almost their own age. Again, another piece of
genuine tradition or information is surely that which makes
Baldwin III ascend the throne at thirteen. Beyond this I do not
think it safe to venture.

These three premises, then, being given, I will proceed to show
that they will not agree with William's own hypothetical chrono-
logy ; after which I shall show that they do literally and exactly
tally with that advocated in this paper, which, it must be remem-
bered, is in conformity with the whole body of his incidental chrono-
logy. Then, when the ground has been thus cleared, it will perhaps
be evident how the primary error arose.

First of all, then, Baldwin III was thirteen when his father died,
in November 1142; therefore he was born before 10 Nov. 1129,
(xvi. c. 1). Again, he was in his thirty-third year when he died, in
February 1162 ; therefore he must have been born before 10 Feb.
1180 but after 10 Feb. 1129. There is here no contradiction in
the deduction made as to the date of his birth from the given
premises of his age at the time of his accession and his death. In
either case he may very well have been born between 10 Feb. 1129
and 10 Nov. 1129. But from William of Tyre's own showing (xii.
c. 24) it would appear that Fulk's marriage was solemnised a little
before Pentecost 1129,6 immediately after his landing at Acre.
There must, then, be something wrong here;' and that something
is more likely to be in the date of Fulk's accession (1142) which
we have already, on quite independent grounds, seen to be almost
certainly wrong. As yet there is no ground for doubting the
' thirteen-year-old' tradition or that of Baldwin's age at the time of
his death.

In the preceding paragraph we have imagined Baldwin to have
been as old as possible (i.e. nearly thirty-three) at the time of his
death, and the result is that he cannot have been born in 1180 if
he died in 1162; he must have been born in 1129, and the earlier
in this year the better for the theory. Let us now see what will
follow if we imagine him to have been born as late as possible; in
other words, let us suppose he was only just thirty-two at the time of
his death. On this supposition he must have been born early in
1180, and so can only have been twelve at the time of his acces-
sion. This theory is plainly opposed to our historian's statement
that the young king was thirteen in November 1142. Hence, so
long as we adhere to the dates 1162 and 1142, there is an extreme
difficulty in harmonising the two perfectly compatible statements
as to Baldwin's age at the time of his accession and at the time of
his death. Let us now see what will be the result if we try the dates

' Whitsunday fell on 2 June this year.
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we have already fixed upon from other considerations, viz. 1168 and
1144.

If Baldwin III died in his thirty third year in February 1168,
he must have been bora between 11 Feb. 1180 and 10 Feb. 1131;
whereas, if he came to the throne in November 1144 at the age of
thirteen, he must have been born between 11 Nov. 1180 and 10
Nov. 1181. In other words, to make these two statements tally,
he must have been born between 11 Nov. 1130 and 10 Feb. 1181.
There is no objection to this date that I am aware of, and it
explains perfectly the somewhat strange fact that no mention is
made of young Baldwin's birth, as we should have expected there
would be if he had been born in 1129 or in 1180 before his grand-
father's death. This theory also corresponds to the other conditions
of the case. Tradition always seizes upon the most picturesque
method of preserving the recollection of a fact: Baldwin III became
king when he was nearly fourteen; but it is far more striking to
the imagination to speak of a rex puer of thirteen than of a rex
jticcnis of nearly fourteen (cf. Vincent of Beauvais, Spec. Nat.
xxxi. c. 82); and William of Tyre has preserved to us the story as
it reached him—truly ; but either forgetting or not knowing that
the young king's birthday fell between 10 Nov. and 10 Feb.7

' It is, of course, possible that Baldwin succeeded to the crown in 1143. In thi
case, to preserve the ' accession-tradition,' he must have been born between 11 Feb.
1180 and 10 Nov. 1180. The main point, however, is to show the impossibility of his
having succeeded in 1142. On the whole, perhaps the quantity of the evidence in
favour of 1148 ought to outweigh the quality of that in favour of 1144, more especially
when it is remembered that the somewhat vague words of Otto of Krisingen support
the earlier date (Pertz, u . 268-4). The following lines, however, written by a
strictly contemporaneous writer (1L 29-82) are curious. (Historia Niccena ap. Recueil
dcs Hist, da Croisades (Occidentaux), voL v. p t i. pp. 189-40).

Line 14. Hoc regnum solo Godefridus dux habet anno; 1099-110
Annas octodtcim Balduinus cam rcgit urbem 1100-[Apr.]lll
Hi duo gennani . . . . .

Line 28. Ivipcrium quorum cognatus sumpsit corum
Alter Balduinus morum probitate deconis
Quod per quindenus rexit felidtcr annos, to [Aug.] 1132 or 118
Excepto solo quo captivus fuit armo
Hie tjt tredccimo regni defungiiur anno.
Begnat pro soccro Volco comes Andegavcnsis;
Post patrem tcrnis Balduinus tertius annis
Prtrfcctus rcgno jam nomine clams avito,
Qui compilavit simul ct conscribcrc fecit

Line H2. Hoc opus.

These lines are inteiligible till we get to Baldwin I I ; bnt then it is difficult to
explain how this king can by any streteh of words be said to have reigned fourteen or
fifteen years—a computation which would bring his death down to 1182 or 1183
Hardly less remarkable is the implied statement that if we take one year from fifteen
we shall have thirteen left. The two lines alluded to may however be usefully com-
pared with William of Tyre's double dating for the same king (see aNjve where
makes Baldwin die 'in the thirteenth year of his reign,' i.e. in 1130 and also in 1131
It may be that the pratorial year of Baldwin's captivity was not reckoned among
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Here, then, we have the probable key to the whole system of
William of Tyre's hypothetical dating. He has heard, and he has
heard truly, that the young king was thirteen when his father died
and thirty-two at the time of his decease. He also knows that the
king's parents were wedded in the spring of 1129 ; and all the facts
of the case, so far as he has them, can be solved by making the
offspring of this marriage born late in 1129 or early in 1180: in
other words, by supposing the traditionary ' thirteen' to mean just
thirteen or not quite thirteen instead of nearly fourteen. Possibly
bis error was helped out by reading somewhere or other that Fulk
died ' anno regni ximo' for ' anno regni xvmo;' or by a misinterpreta-
tion of some casual entry which, using a western mode of chronology,
referred Baldwin Ill's death to February 1162 when February 1168
was meant. In any case by adopting the theory that Baldwin m
reigned from 1144 to 1163 we adopt not only a chronology which
fits almost all the facts of the case and explains how the initial error
began, but one which we have already seen strong reasons for
accepting by a perfectly different line of argument.

T. A. AECHEE.

THE GEE AT CAEUCAGE OF 1198.

I WILL endeavour briefly to reply to Miss Norgate's courteous, criti-
cism (vol. iii. p. 702) of my paper on the above subject (p. 501).

It was my endeavour to challenge and discuss the accepted view
of the survey of 1198 on three points.

1. That ' the commissioners' report is lost, and there is not even
any proof that it was ever presented.' '

2. That the levies of 1194 and 1198 were each styled a 'caru-
cage,' and that this ' carucage' was ' the danegeld under a new
name,'s or, as MiBS Norgate puts it, ' was in reality an old impost
revived under a new name.'3

those of Baldwin's reign, though this is a somewhat violent theory to advocate. Or
possibly Baldwin may have resigned his authority to his son-in-law in 1180 or 1181,
hough he continued to live till 1132—a date which is not unfrequently given as that

of his decease. (Cf. Henry of Hunt. p. 258 ; Bog. of Howd. i. 186).
These, however, are hazardous speculations, and the writer cannot help entertaining

a suspicion that, as we have four specified dates in these lines, they were originally
meant to-apply to fonr distinct kings. There is no reason, in the nature of things,
why Folk's death should not be denoted along with that of his predecessors. Lone 25
seems to break the continuity of the grammar, whereas, if we transfer the fifteen years
from Baldwin II to his successor, we at once bring the regnal yeirs of both kings into
strict conformity with the evidence of the contemporary writers Orderic Vitalisi

Anselm, and Sigebert's continuator (1180-1144). The error in the text might then be
due to a transcriber's carelessness or possibly to some confusion in the chronological
notes on which the anonymous poet based bis verses. The French editor of the
Historia Nicana suggests that lines 27 and 28 should change places; but this emen-
dation leaves the difficulty of Baldwin II's ' quindeni anni ' unsolved.

1 Miss Norgate's Angevin Kings, ii. 854.
1 Stubbs's Select Cluirtcrs, p. 28. Angevin Kings, ii. 329.
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